
- everything you need to know.your guide



Your treetop adventure awaits ...
Come get lost with us…. (this information sheet will ensure you don’t ACTUALLY get lost).

Below are a few details, a little teaser if you will, of your luxe treetop experience.  

Please download and read through to ensure you begin this trip the way you intend to continue, with a seamless and stress-free arrival.

How to find us?

On a remote farm, near a remote village a wee way from a remote town – aka the middle of nowhere…. but just possibly exactly where you want to be.

Nest is in fact just off the beaten track and located smack bang in the centre of the South Island, the perfect location between two main State Highways, (1 & 8) 

an easy deviation if you are heading North or South. 3.5 hours from Christchurch and just 2.5 hours from Queenstown. 

Address: 388 Hayes Road, Hakataramea Valley, RD Kurow North Otago. 

Check in & Check out:

Check in - between 2pm and 8pm

Check out – by 11am

Directions:  
Follow google maps to the end of Hayes road where you will be greeted with a black fence and  

your first NEST sign (there are a few of them, so keep your eyes peeled! The adventure starts here!).  

Please follow the map on the other side of this sheet to your treehouse. 

After your first Nest sign at the gate, drive straight ahead for 150 meters until you see another small Nest sign  

pointing right, take this turn, drive through a small creek and follow the road around to the left. 

Host Contact Details: 

If you have any trouble  

finding your way please  

don’t hesitate to  

contact your hosts  

Liz (021858757) or  

Andy (02102641052)  

at any stage. 

CONTINUED OVER...



Keep following this road, you will see another small Nest sign ahead. 

Follow this road up the hill. At the top you will find another Nest sign and 

an open gate leading to Nest. 

Enter through the black gates and if you are staying in Treehouse 1 turn 

right. If you are staying in Treehouse 2 turn left. There are also signs with 

arrows directing you to each treehouse. …. and where the magic begins.

Treehouse Experience
Path to your Treehouse: Once you have parked, follow the festoon 

lights down the path and cross the swingbridge to your treehouse home 

for the night. 

Your Treehouse 
Once you have gotten over the shock of this seriously cool spot (and 

patted yourself on the back for some great decision making) stash your 

bags under the bed and check out your Nest compendium where you 

will find all the details which will make your stay one to remember.

Nest Dining Options: 
> BUBBLES + BITES - Bubbles and bites waiting for you on arrival. This is a bottle of our favourite Maude Methode Traditionnelle from Wanaka and a snack size 

grazing board for two of local produce. ($70) 

> DINNER/LUNCH PLATTER FOR TWO - A selection of our finest local produce that may include cured meats, fish, cheese, fresh bread, crackers, relishes, and 

seasonal fruit and vegetables. ($60)

> BREAKFAST HAMPER - Ready to cook breakfast hamper, waiting in your fridge on arrival. Free-range eggs, bacon, mushrooms, sausages, toast, juice, and 

seasonal fruit. (There is an outdoor kitchen at the tree house for you to prepare this meal). ($40)

For those wanting to sample the local offerings, Kurow our closest town less than 10 minutes away has several delicious cafes, two award-winning wineries, two 

pubs a fish and chip shop, and a Supermarket. With a small fridge stocked with local wine and beer for purchase, a Webber BBQ available, cooking utensils etc, 

people may also like to remain in their peaceful surroundings bringing their own fare to enjoy.

NEST CARPARK
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